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FRESHER’S PARTY: 2023-24 

DATE: 03rd NOVEMBER 2023 
VENUE: VDF CAFETERIA, GROUND FLOOR 

TIME: 12:30PM 

The purpose of Fresher’s Party is to welcome new students in a friendly atmosphere and to 
encourage their creative impulses to boost their confidence. It is the day where seniors and 
juniors finally bond and unite to celebrate being part of the college. Students of First Year  & 
Direct second year (batch:2023-24) students were welcomed with the red rose to this party which was 
organized by  GETS COMMITTEE in the VDF cafeteria ,ground floor at 12.30pm . 

The program started with lamp lightening and inaugural speech by Honorable Principal, Dr.BUKE M.V. 
and followed by the fresher Student speech of direct second year student . The program was hosted by 
Mrs.Prathmesh Shinde student from Final Year & Miss Divya More student of third year . The welcome 
group dance was performed by third year students. 

            
 

Dr. Buke M.V PRINCIPAL VDF GOI delivering the 
inaugural speech 

Welcome Group dance by third year 
students 



Singing by Ms Sanjiwani Jogdand Third year 
students to her juniors 

Various mini games winners with secretry & 
class representative of B.TECH 

Ms. Fresher – Apeksha chavan (DSY E&TC) 
With Prof Makane J.N. mam 

Fresher’s along with their seniors got chance to showcase their talent by a stunning Ramp walk, various Dance 
performances like solo, Group dances & singing. Later small games were organized to make the function more tricky 
and fun! Talking about the ramp walk, it was conducted in two rounds. In the Round 1- the participants walked on 
the ramp and gave poses towards the audiences. The audiences enjoyed the fashion show and they encouraged the 
participants by making hooding sounds. Later in the Round 2- the shortlisted participants walked again on the ramp 
and they were asked to stand in the line followed by the questioning session based on which the Mr. and Ms. 
Fresher’s were finalized. There was a tough competition among the fresher’s as they all were amazing! 

                                              

                                                                                                                                     

 

Mr. Fresher –Swapnil Shinde(FY E&TC) 
With vice President Ms Pratiksha D.Patil 



                       

 

 

 

The event was finally concluded with vote of thanks by Mrs. Kadam Akshata volunteers from SY 

E&TC 

Refreshments were served in after the program. 
 

Prof .Honrao S.B. HOD OF E&TC welcoming 
Dr.Buke M.V. Principal of VDF GOI,LATUR 

Mrs.Hanuman D.Tigile class reprentative of third 
year welcoming mechanical HOD Prof. Deshmukh A. 

ALL freshers of First year & direct second year of E&TC DEPARTMENT With principal sir, all 
department H.O.D’s & E&TC Dept. faculty 



 


